An Analysis of the Use of Smartphone in Students’ Interaction at Senior High School
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Abstract – This study aims to analyze the use of smartphones towards students’ interaction at senior high school. This descriptive qualitative research was carried out at one of the senior high schools in Pangalengan, Bandung with observation and interview techniques. It shows that smartphones can change the interaction pattern in associative and dissociative processes. In the associative processes, students create social media groups to communicate, interact, and socialize in order to make it easier for students to distribute information. Meanwhile, the dissociative processes occur friction due to misunderstanding in interpreting information when communicating. Another finding in this research shows that the use of smartphones can facilitate teachers and students in the learning process and evaluation. However, the impact on the use of smartphone is that the students lack focus in the teaching and learning process. Smartphones are used as a means of cheating, bullying and shifting values and norms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Technology is a humans’ effort to facilitate way and performance. In the times development, technology continues to develop in a more modern direction. In the era of modernization and digitalization nowadays, technological developments especially communication continues to increase. Indonesia is a country with a high use of technology. It is natural in order to follow the world’s development by following the trend of technology in communication. A country will become fall behind if the people do not want to follow technology and if the government limits the use of technology development [1].

The development of technology in communication especially smartphones is increasingly modern from time to time. Smartphone is a communication tool that developed from a mobile phone which has more modern and complete features [2]. In the beginning, smartphones were only used by interested people such as employees, students, and adults who use it to support profession [3], yet smartphone was not restricted from age and profession nowadays.

Among teens, especially students, smartphone becomes a necessity. Smartphone does not only serve as a communication tools, but it also can provide satisfaction through the applications in it. Its development has changed the lifestyle of its users. Basically, the purpose of using a smartphone is to facilitate people in communication. Smartphone can be a very useful media in establishing relationships, connections and searching for information [4]. The right smartphone usage strategy can be a fun medium of learning for students who can provide great progress for the world of education [5].

In the world of education especially among students, there are a lot problems caused by smartphones particularly when used in a school environment. Instead of facilitating on learning process, the excessive use of smartphone can give impact on the student interaction pattern. As stated by [6] that smartphones have a great influence on students’ social interaction patterns. Further, research of [7] states that smartphones can change the social interaction processes, and [8] say that smartphones caused laziness and difficulty for students in interacting directly so there are bondage tendency on smartphones.

Based on the above problems, we examine the problems that might occur at one of the high schools in Pangalengan. From the preliminary study, it is suspected that there was a change pattern of students’ interaction that caused by smartphone usage. This research was done at one of the high schools in the Pangalengan due on preliminary observations that showed the school is a school that utilizes the sophistication of smartphones in the field of teacher attendance and in carrying out online-based learning and evaluation so that students are free to use smartphones in the school environment. In this case, the school has not yet applied standard rules related to the use of smartphone at schools.

This study aims to examine the problems that may arise from the use of smartphones at schools. The main problem
that becomes the research topic is how are the interaction patterns of students who use a smartphone in school. Through this research, it is expected to find practical solutions in overcoming problems or negative impacts arising from smartphone use in schools.

II. METHOD

This research applied descriptive qualitative method. It is intended to make an actual and systematic description, painting of the facts, nature, and relationships of the phenomenon under the study [9]. Data were collected with observation and interviews with 8 students and 3 teachers using the interview guide instrument. The rest of the data were obtained by observing during the study. Analysis was done by analyzing, presenting and summarizing the data [10].

III. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

The research location is one of the schools that utilize smartphones in the teacher's attendance and in the implementation of student learning and evaluation. In addition, the school does not have rules that prohibit the use of smartphones at school environment. Based on the results of interviews with teachers, there are several factors why the school provides freedom on the use of smartphones at schools; 1). Schools are located in rural areas, limited access to the public transportation, the majority of students use motorbikes, students were picked by their parents, and many students live far from school locations, therefore smartphones make an easier communication between students and parents; 2). Smartphones are expected to become learning media in terms of finding references, doing assignments, looking for information, and looking for subject matter; 3) as a learning evaluation tool. In this case, smartphone is used as a means of online learning, especially in terms of evaluations such as daily tests, middle semester and end semester tests. Another factor is due to the students’ desire to bring smartphones as means for existence and actualization.

Smartphones have functions to facilitate the process of communication, socialization and interaction. Nevertheless, the results of the interview stated that not all students can understand that smartphone is used to interact instead the existence of smartphones can make difficulty for some people to interact and socialize. Moreover, many students become less sensitive to their environments since they prefer to play smartphones rather than playing or discussing. This can reduce social intelligence since social intelligence must be built from the presence of social skills. Social skills were developed and obtained from the students’ frequency in interacting directly or face to face. Meanwhile when using gadgets, the directly interaction elements will be reduced [11].

Basically, with smartphone or not, students still interact with each other. But, the interaction patterns nowadays are far different from the ancient times. Students stated that "If we have problem in finding information about a person, we can just find them through social media then we can easily find information about that person". This implies that most students are believed to have social media accounts such as face book, line, instagram, and WhatsApp or others. Even though, students who do not bring smartphones to school will borrow a friend's smartphone. Interaction on social media is different from interactions in the real world. Hence, social media provides a new form of interaction that brings users back to interpersonal relationships and individuals can interact with each other in real time [12].

Theoretically, social interaction recognizes two forms which are the associative and dissociative process [13]. Both of these interaction processes will continue occur to humans regardless of the conditions. Related to this, smartphones have a big role in changing the process of social interaction. The associative process focuses on the process of cooperation and accommodation. A form of student cooperation that can be facilitated by smartphones is creating social media groups such as WA, Facebook and Messenger, where WA is the dominant application used by students. The groups that students make are diverse, ranging from class groups, extracurricular groups, games groups, hobby groups, work assignment groups, and others. It aims to facilitate the information so that the information distributed is right on target. This is in accordance with what was said by [14] that WA can change the social life, and culture of the community.

Initially, social media groups can be used as a media of group discussion. One of the students says "In the past, discussion really had to be face-to-face, but now students can discuss wherever members of the group are located without having face-to-face. Meeting in person is needed if the results of the discussion cannot be resolved in the group". This is strengthened with the statement stating that smartphone can affect students' social skills [15].

As discussed earlier, social media groups, especially WA were created to facilitate the distribution of information both information from friends and teachers. However, for students who are less responsible, it becomes a gap to take actions that are slightly deviant. An interview with one of the teacher states that "During the exam, students take photos of the questions then share them with the other classes. Even worse, not only the questions, but the answer keys were also shared to the other classes regardless of the correct or wrong answer key. Although sometimes there are different test questions for each class but still they will know the limits or scope of the material that will be the test material, so that it can harm the other classes ". This was done in groups, so that the assessment is less effective.

Next, dissociative process emphasizes more on competition and convention. At school, there are sometimes misunderstandings due to social media. As one student said that "When we discuss or chat in groups or personally in WA, we cannot see the expressions of people talking (except using video) so that sometimes there are misinterpretations that caused offense". Other cases happens when someone shares a status that is not infrequently offended others or self-image in a group such as showing off possessions, sharing photos of foods, and shopping that sometimes causes competition or friction among students. This is in accordance with [16] who stated that smartphones have changed the way of communicating and interacting. This is sometimes one of the factors
causing disputes between students in high schools especially in Pangalengan area.

When conducting research, the researcher found that there were other findings related to the impact of smartphone use in schools. The results of interviews with students and teachers revealed that the use of smartphones has positive and negative impacts. The positive impact is that smartphones are used as a means of communication, information-seeking tools, learning media, assessment media, and self-development media.

Different reality happened at SMAN 1 Pangalengan. There were only few students who were able to use smartphones, especially for learning. Most students used smartphones at school just to satisfy their enjoyment. These findings confirm that although smartphones have many benefits and is used for education, the excessive use of smartphone in the school environment, especially among students, can give negative impact. This is in line with the research results from [17] which revealed that the positive or negative effects of the technology depend on the users.

Other findings showed that students are more interested in smartphones than learning. In addition, the concentration in learning reduced, smartphones are used as a means of cheating, finding pornographic content, spreading hoax news, bullying, and shifting in values, norms, and habits. Moreover, the negative effects of smartphones can cause addiction, so that students do not have enough control in using a smartphone since its concentration is interrupted by the applications in it [18].

Smartphone is actually able to be an effective medium for learning. There are several benefits that can be found in the learning process. For teachers, smartphone will make them more easily to process and analyze the difficulties of students in implementing and evaluating the online learning so that they will save time, money and energy. For students, smartphone will able to facilitate the learning process. Hence, its uses will depend on the individual itself. For creative students, smartphone can provide space to develop themselves and interests. Many features direct students to become more active so they can develop their hobbies and potential. This is in accordance with the statement from [19] that Smartphones with internet connections have the benefits to speed up work, add connections, business facilities, media promotion, and self-development media. Finally, the use of smartphones among students can be an effective and efficient way of finding information, forming self-confidence, increasing knowledge, and giving access to learning material that can be accessed everywhere in anytime [20].

IV. CONCLUSION

Based on the analysis, it can be concluded that smartphones can change the patterns of students’ social interaction at school. In the associative process, students create social media groups to communicate, interact, and socialize in order to make an easier way for students in distributing information. On the other hand, the dissociative process leads to friction and dispute due to the misunderstanding in interpreting some information when communicating.

Thus, it shows that smartphones have both negative and positive effects. The positive effects for teachers can be seen in the teaching and learning process, in which it can help teachers in the process of learning, assessments and evaluation that were done online and this will save time, energy, and costs. For students, smartphones can be used as a learning media in finding and processing information. Whereas, the negative effects of smartphone can cause lack concentration of students in studying. In addition, the smartphone is also used as a medium for cheating, finding content of pornography, hoax news dissemination, bullying, shifting values, norms, and also habits.
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